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A successful cyber attack can compromise your data and cripple business operations within mere hours or even minutes. Therefore, the

speed with which your organization can contain and recover from an attack is critical to limit business disruption and reduce �nancial costs.

Delays during investigation and remediation leave organizations highly vulnerable to security risks.

SentinelOne Remote Script Orchestration (RSO) allows enterprises to investigate threats on multiple endpoints across the organization

remotely and enables them to easily manage their entire fleet.

It lets incident responders run scripts to collect data and remotely respond to events on endpoints. They can collect forensic artifacts,

execute complex scripts and commands, install and uninstall IR tools and more on hundreds of endpoints simultaneously—Windows, Mac,

and Linux—via the UI or API, to simplify forensic data collection and accelerate triage.

How Remote Script Orchestration Works

Remote Script Orchestration includes a Script Library from SentinelOne with scripts for all platforms. Customers can run remote scripts via

multiple points from the console. Regardless of whether a single endpoint is compromised or multiple endpoints are associated with a

threat or a group of machines that need to be investigated, RSO is available from different entry points to serve the user’s diverse needs.
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How Can SentinelOne RSO Help Enterprises?

1. Enable Power Forensics

When it comes to cyberattacks, time is crucial. Instantaneous access to an infected machine is valuable but not enough. No SOC

analyst wants or has the time to access hundreds of infected machines, one by one, to collect all relevant artifacts and conduct an

investigation.With RSO, SOC analysts can run scripts on hundreds of endpoints simultaneously to collect anything needed for an

investigation with a click of a button. RSO enables Incident Responder teams to jump start investigations with security event logs,

running services, scheduled tasks, network connections, connected removable media, memory analysis, and more. New scripts can

be easily created and added to the library to collect whatever is needed from remote machines.

2. Rapid Attack Containment

Using RSO, IR teams can quickly identify and investigate the chain of events and immediately respond to identi�ed attacks. In addition

to the existing response actions available from the Singularity platform, IR teams can use RSO to take immediate response actions to

promptly contain threats in real-time—terminate processes, remove �les, delete directories, disable local users, and more.

3. Simplify Vulnerability and Con�guration Management

Customers don’t need to manage vulnerabilities and con�gurations by deploying and managing a range of tools. Security teams can

use RSO to rapidly identify vulnerabilities and miscon�gurations across their entire fleet. They can harden endpoints by deploying

packages using custom scripts and thus reduce the attack surface.RSO lets customers unify management activities within a single

agent and console to perform assessments, remediation actions reporting, and audit preparation from one platform.

4. Automate Response Capabilities

The timing and effectiveness of your response are critical when your organization is under attack. RSO integration with Storyline

Active Response  enables customers to take automated response actions. It allows enterprises to incorporate custom detection

logic and immediately push it out to their entire fleet, to quickly remediate threats. Automated response workflow dramatically

reduces the time to remediation and the impact of attacks.

Designed and built in close partnership with some of the world’s leading incident response providers, RSO delivers on SentinelOne’s

commitment to a holistic approach to cybersecurity, arming security analysts with the power of technology — to do more for what works for

them.  RSO is designed with a holistic approach and flexibility to be used by people with different skill sets.

Non technical users can use the existing out of the box script library, which contains everything needed for investigation. With a few

simple clicks all the needed data is at their hands.

Users who are moderately technical can write simple scripts or modify existing scripts to customize them for whatever they need

.There is no need to write a script from scratch.

Highly technical users can write their own scripts and upload it to the library to be shared and used by other employees.

Putting RSO to Work In Your Organization

SentinelOne RSO gives security operations teams instantaneous access to thousands of machines. This gives you the power to do in-depth

investigative work and take immediate response actions to promptly contain identi�ed threats in real-time. SentinelOne RSO can be tailored

to suit your organization to �t a variety of use cases such as:

Zero day threat detection

RSO can be used to quickly determine if your organization is vulnerable to an attack or identify vulnerable endpoints affected by the

latest zero day threats. For example, incident responders could quickly and easily run the published scripts to determine if the

enterprise was impacted by that vulnerability. This gives you the power to take immediate response actions to promptly contain

identi�ed threats in real-time.

Customize and build optimal IR tools for intel gathering

Different teams often have different needs and requirements to collect various forensic artifacts for deeper investigation. SentinelOne

RSO has granular capabilities that can be customized to let responders use pre-built scripts or use readily available scripts and tools

that automate the gathering of common information like Autoruns, File Hashes, and ARP Tables.

SentinelOne RSO is a powerful tool that opens endless possibilities for enterprises. Responders can run scripts at scale to collect data and

respond to events on endpoints, run scripts directly from the console or via command-line interface to automate response actions;

basically, if you can think about it and script it, it is possible.

Conclusion

Legacy tools and endpoint products still require people to manually execute commands on each machine across the network individually.

The sheer amount of data, devices, and workloads in today’s enterprise environments makes IT and security operations simply too big, too

vast, and too fast for humans alone to deal with.

SentinelOne RSO enables security and IT teams to remotely execute customizable remediation and response actions on the entire estate

across every operating system, enabling rapid containment. SentinelOne RSO is the only remote orchestration solution on the market that,

in the same platform as an industry-leading EPP, EDR, and XDR, supports macOS, Windows, and Linux environments.

If you would like to learn more about RSO and the SentinelOne XDR platform, read the RSO Solution Brief, contact us for more information,

or request a free demo.

Like this article? Follow us on LinkedIn, Twitter, YouTube or Facebook to see the content we post.
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